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Abstract 

The Patni Community is one among the sixteen Scheduled Castes communities in Assam. The history of the origin of the 
community is a very interesting one which amply reveals that the community is a very poor one. The Community is on the margin of 
the society, since as a low caste group, it has been denied all the resources by the Caste- Hindu society. The Community at present is a 
developing one in terms of their socio-economic status, the backwardness of the community depending on the geographical location is 
a harsh reality which affect the lives of the people in general and the women in particular since education, economic status and income 
of the people is affected greatly and creates a difference between the rural and urban inhabited Patni.  
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I. Introduction 

There are sixteen Scheduled Castes Communities in Assam, viz: Bansphor, Bhuinmali, Brittial Bania, Dhobi or Dhubi, Dugla 
or Dholi, Hira, Jalkeot, Jalo- Malo, Kaibarta, Lalbegi, Mahara, Methar and Bhangi, Muchi /Rishi, Namasudra, Patni and Sutradhar. 
Among them few are indigenous, few are immigrants and few fall under both the categories, for instance: Bhuinmali, Brittial Bania, 
Hira, Jalkeot, Jalo- Malo, Kaibarta, Mahara etc. are indigenous; Bansphors are immigrants from North India; Dhobis or Dhubis are 
immigrants from Bihar; Duglas or Dholis are both indigenous and immigrants from Bengal; Lalbegis are immigrants from Bihar; 
Methars and Bhangis are immigrants from Bihar and Bengal; Muchis/ Rishis are immigrants from Bihar; Namasudras are immigrants 
from Bengal; Patnis are both indigenous and immigrants and Sutradhars are also immigrants.  

 
The Scheduled Castes Communities of Assam have different occupations. Bansphor Community is entrusted with Bamboo 

work and sweeping; the people of Bhuinmali Community are entrusted with sweeping and gardening; Brittial Bania Community’s 
profession is Gold Smithy, trade and commerce; Dhobi or Dhubi Community’s profession is cloth washing; Dugla or Dholis are 
drummers or music players; Hira Community’s traditional profession is pottery; Jalkeot, Jalo- Malo and Kaibarta Communities are 
fishermen Communities; traditional occupations of Lalbegis are- sweeping/cleaning etc.; Mahara Community’s profession is Palki 
Bearing; Methar or Bhangi Community’s traditional profession is Sweeping/ Cleaning; Muchi or Richi are entitled with Leather 
Work; Namasudra Community’s profession is fishing/ agriculture; Patni Community’s profession is Boating; Sutradhar Community’s 
traditional occupation is Lumbering and Carpenting.    

 
The occupations of these aforementioned Communities vividly explain that these are menial activities and moreover, the 

Caste- Hindu people are not seen to do such works- therefore, their occupation is responsible for creating a separate identity for them 
depending on which they are neglected by the Caste- Hindu society and as such are always lagging behind in comparison with other 
Castes. The total Scheduled Castes population in Assam as per the 1971 Census is 9,12,557. As per the 2001 Census, the total 
Scheduled Caste population is 18,25,949. The decadal growth rate of Scheduled Caste population is 10% during the period of 1991-
2001.    

 
The total Patni population in Assam, as per 1971 Census is 85,910 and as per 2001 census is 1,51,992 which is a good 

indicator of the rate of increment in their population. 
 

II. Understanding the past of Patni women 
II.I The origin of the community and the status of women 

The Patni Community is a Boatmen Community and its origin can be traced back to the Sixteenth Century. At that time few 
merchants come from Patna of Bihar to the Jaldhup of present Bangladesh for commercial purpose since at that time both the places 
are renowned centres of trade and commerce. On their way from Patna to Bangladesh due to heavy rainfall, all their mercantile boats 
got lost in water and among all the merchants few become able to save their life and take shelter in the places near Baghbar Ghat just 
before Sylhet. With the passage of time because of the lack of food and essentials for survival their condition becomes pathetic. One 
generous man from that place after seeing their condition gives them shelter in the bank of the river and keep them as his servants; 
from that onwards they settle in Sylhet since there remains no way to go back to Patna as the roads and transport systems are not so 
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develop. Gradually after thinking  about their future, the generous man tries to make arrangements for their marriage but at that time 
Caste- System is strictly practiced in Sylhet, therefore, questions about their Caste become an obvious issue and moreover, the 
merchants are talking to themselves in a language which seems to be of low standard which reveals that actually they are working 
under big merchants and therefore, belong to the Low- Caste group and because of which they also get girls to marry from the Lowest- 
Caste in Sylhet. In this way the Patni Community comes in to existence in Sylhet.  

 
Initially the people of this community use to work as servants for the Zamindars, however, with the increase in the number of 

their population, they start doing other activities, since they are staying in the bank of the river, choose ferry as their main profession, 
agriculture as the secondary occupation and fishing has become their subsidiary occupation. By virtue of their origin and occupation, 
they are categorized as Low- Caste in the then Sylhet- and as a fundamental principle of Caste- Hindu Society, are denied access to 
resources. They are even denied the services of barber and priests.  

 
The Patni Community people in the initial stage of their settlement in Sylhet face tremendous hardships and discrimination 

where the status of women finds no expression- and from the marginalized status of the community, it can be said that the women of 
this community are further marginalized- however, this marginalization is two-fold; both within and outside their society- outside their 
society, their menfolk in general are treated with negligence and they in turn treat their women with negligence who however, bear the 
burden of both Caste and Patriarchy not only in their own society but in the outside of it as well. 

 
As per the dictum of the Caste- Hindu Society, they are denied the right to education; financial security and so on; the 

women, therefore, remain confined within the household chores where cooking, rearing children is the primary work for them. The 
Patriarchal Structure of the society where women in general are considered as weaker sex who however, are assumed to have a poor 
reasoning capacity and intellectual ability- under such a situation the status of the women as a whole becomes a secondary one and 
where the societal structure follows strict norms of purity and pollution, the Untouchables remain in the margin of the society, for 
instance, the prominent Law- Book of Hinduism “Manusmriti” says: 

a) The Untouchables should stay in a distant place from the main village since their shadow is supposed to pollute the Upper- 
Caste people. 

b) They (Untouchables) should not accumulate wealth since they are supposed to always, please their masters (Upper- Caste). 
c) They (Untouchables) should not read and listen the Vedas nor should they perform Vedic Rituals. 

From the above, it becomes evident that the societal structure never grants the Low- Caste people any socio-economic security. 
And regarding Women, it says: 

a) The birth of a girl is considered as a source of sorrows since parents in order to achieve salvation need a son to perform funeral 
rites. 

b) Day and night, women should always be guarded by men; in her childhood she should be guarded by her father, when young 
by her husband and in her old age by her sons; she should always be dependent. 

c) Women should not read the Vedas nor should they perform any ritual rites. 
d) Women should not possess any property since whatever property she has, must belong to her Lord. 

 
The above rules marginalize the status of Women and Untouchables or Shudras. And both the rules are equally applicable to 

the women belonging to the Low- Caste group. Therefore, the societal structure itself denies the Patni Women the socio-economic 
rights since the dominant culture of society always reigns over the dominated groups. 

 
II.II The Patni Samaj and the status of women in it 

With the passage of time, the population of the people of Patni Community gradually increases in number while on the other 
hand, the Caste- Discrimination also increases in Sylhet and together these two reasons along with the dissatisfaction with the 
Zamindari System and encroachment of others in their own profession led these people to migrate in various parts of North- East. 
They also occupy Srigouri, Badarpur, Govindapur etc. They also settle in Silchar, Manipur and Jiribam and also near the border of 
Cachar, Tripura and Jaintia Hills. However, the partition of India creates a different problem for them since with the annexation of 
Sylhet in Assam by the British Government they are forced to migrate in Assam where due to the influence of Missionaries, they 
convert their religion and embrace Christianity and on the other part of Sylhet which remains in Bangladesh because of the 
monarchical power of Shah Jalal many become Muslim. In order to stop mass conversion of religion few Brahmins take the 
responsibility of priesthood for the Patnis and in this way the Patni Samaj comes in to existence. 

 
In Patni Community, Forty-Two-member families together consist a Patni Samaj where there exists a head of the society 

whose main duty is to maintain law and order and justice in the society; he is also responsible for taking care of the arrangements 
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regarding any ceremony viz: marriage, festivals or funeral ceremonies. The head of the Patni Samaj is called ‘Morol’- this system 
keeps the society united; however, the limitation of the system is that it sometimes on the basis superstition make people do irrational 
activities. Under this system again the women have no voice, they are just mute dolls and, in any ceremony, their main task is to 
perform their duties submissively and if any quarrelsome situation comes after marriage- the ‘Morol’ is the person to do justice with 
the families concerned where obviously in strict patriarchal set- up, the women is always blamed for bad things and the male-members 
easily come out of that. Although this ‘Morol’ system has gradually disappeared in the modernized era but in the remote places of 
North- East still now, it is seen that- this system exists.     

 
Thus, the societal structure reveals that Caste, Class and Gender i. e. low- Caste, low- economic status and stereotypical 

feminine values together marginalize the life of Patni Women where they are lagging behind in comparison with their male- 
counterparts as well as from the Upper-Caste people.  

 
III. The present status of Patni Women: (After independence to the present) 

The independence of the country (India) from the British Rule gives a fair opportunity to the depressed classes of the country 
to get their socio-economic and political rights. Untouchability has become an offence under Article 17 and 18 of the Indian 
Constitution. Because of the efforts of the eminent Dalit Leaders and especially Dr Ambedkar the people of all the Depressed Classes 
of the country get 33% reservation under the Indian Constitution in each and every respect of the Governmental facilities, viz: 
employment, education and so on. Moreover, Article 14 provides equality before the laws and the equal protection of the laws which 
indicates that women are also equal before the laws. Therefore, post- independent India has very good policies to establish an 
egalitarian society. Although the ground reality reveals a somewhat different scenario where the legacy of Manusmriti in the Hindu 
societal structure is intact and although Caste- discrimination is completely prohibited in the public realm but in the private arena its 
influence is still now perceived in the form of purity- pollution in many more respect of the societal activities and the performance of 
Vedic Rituals and Veda Dharma in Caste- Hindu society is an example of it. 

 
The societal structure in a latent form contradicts with the liberal ideals of the Constitution where Untouchables and Women 

because of the traditional values and beliefs are lagging behind in respect of educational attainment and employment opportunities etc. 
For instance: as per the Census of India 2001 the total SC population in Assam is 26655528 out of which total male population is 
943674 and female population is 882275 whereas the percentage of male literacy is 75.74% and female literacy rate is 57.14%.   

 
As per the records of Statistical Handbook (1996), the percentage of total SC Government Employees in Assam is 6.84%. 

And again, the Census of India 2001 shows that the percentage of total SC workers as agricultural labourer is 8.1%, cultivators 32.7% 
and in household industry is 5.1% and in others field is 54.1%. The percentage of total SC workers is 34.4%. Therefore, the SC 
population in Assam even after independence are socio-economically less develop. And there also exists variation among the male and 
female regarding their number in employment and education.    

 
The Patni Community starts journey by fighting for survival and as such cannot simply go far to get the facilities of 

education, Government employment and so on- since as a low- caste group it has to face lots of hurdle from within the Caste- Hindu 
society. Regarding educational attainment, there exists differences between the boys and girls staying in rural and urban areas and 
obviously in urban areas the people have more access to education. In the earlier days in rural areas, the girls are neglected to attain 
education since after marriage they will no longer stay in their parents’ house and because of it after attaining primary school or upper 
primary level education they got married because of which, again, child marriage use to be a common phenomenon in Patni 
Community and the boys are bound to work for supporting their family because of which a very small number of boys and girls can 
achieve higher education. 

 
Poor educational attainment of the girls itself reveals that the number of females doing Government jobs from this 

community must also be less. And moreover, the girls from this community still now are not able to break the stereotypical norms 
because of which very few in number come out for technical or vocational training.    

 
The political representation of women is also less in comparison to their male counterparts and when in the 19th Century the 

people of this community in Barak Valley take a historic move and unite to protest against their derogatory social status- no reference 
of women in it can be found as it is evident that in other parts of India, women from the marginalized communities always get a fair 
opportunity to participate in various Social Movements. And moreover, the number of Women Elected Representatives from this 
community is also less in comparison with their male counter-parts.   
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The political awareness of the women even still now in the rural areas is just limited in casting votes in election- and their 
educational attainment have no role to arouse their awareness about the political matters. Though in the urban areas educated women 
are politically aware but depending on their socio-economic status it varies. 

 
 In terms of their health status, the females from this community lack proper nutrition and in rural areas pregnant women and 

lactating mothers face serious health problems. 
 
Therefore, if we consider the socio-economic status, it is seen that in terms of educational attainment, employment, economic 

condition, political representation and participation, political awareness, health status- the Patni Community women are less 
developed. 

 
IV. Conclusion 

The Patni Community in Assam is a poor Scheduled Caste community which inherits the features of backwardness. From 
pre- independence to post- independent period, the Community has gone through a phase, from underdevelopment to a developing 
one; but there exist differences between the people of rural and urban areas and also between male and female in respect of their 
socio-economic status. The Community in general is a marginalized one where the women’s status is further marginalized.  
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